
FOREWORD
The area in which you are coaching is known as Small Blacks Rugby. Small 
Blacks Rugby covers all rugby played by kids 5-12 years old. The philosophy is 
that the game must be safe and enjoyable for all participants. Small Blacks 
Rugby is also a game which requires mastery of a huge range of skills and 
therefore skill development of the players should be a major focus. Small 
Blacks Rugby is progressive in that it allows players to develop their skills as 
they get older and gives coaches some direction as to what they should be 
coaching the kids at training at each level.

The purpose of this guide is to provide coaches, teachers, and helpers, 
who themselves may be new to rugby, with information they will need to 
introduce young players to the game. It will also allow coaches to identify 
the important part they play in the development of each player and their 
team through game development and skill acquisition.

This guide will provide information and techniques for coaches to coach a 
game that is:

 ¾ Safe and exciting to play; 
 ¾ Enhanced by effective individual and team play; and
 ¾ Enjoyed, with maximum participation of all players.

Coaches who complete this workshop will be awarded a NZ Rugby Small Blacks 
accreditation appropriate to the level the coach is taking. This accredits 
the coach with:

1. Small Blacks Referee accreditation; and

2. Small Blacks RugbySmart accreditation.

Good luck with your Small Blacks Rugby coaching and remember… 

“Rugby: you were made for it!”

Brent Anderson
Manager Community Rugby
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IntRODuCtIOn tO thE SMAll BlACkS  
COAChIng PROCESS
The Small Blacks Development Model was developed to ensure that there 
was consistency of play, player welfare and coaching across New Zealand. 
Skill development was to be a focus and it was to be aligned to the players’ 
physical and cognitive ability.

It is compulsory for all Small Blacks coaches to have a NZ Rugby Small Blacks 
accreditation applicable to the grade level they will be coaching.

To gain the required Small Blacks accreditation, coaches must attend a 
Beginning Rugby, learning Rugby or Playing Rugby Small Blacks module 
facilitated by their provincial union, depending on the grade level they will 
be coaching.

‘We want you to be the best U7, U10 or U13 Small Blacks coach in the world.’

NZ Rugby recommend the following individual skills. Each set of skills is the 
focus for the below age groups and should be the focus for the coach. It 
is unrealistic to presume that the team you are in charge of has all these 
skills therefore a coach should always work on promoting and developing 
all the skills.

Please note: It is important to understand that many of these skills are 
progressive and repetitive therefore all levels should include the basics of 
running, handling and evasion.

there are three Small Blacks grade levels:
•	 Beginning	Rugby	(Under	6	and	Under	7)

•		 Learning	Rugby	(Under	8,	9,	and	10)

•		 Playing	Rugby	(Under	11,	12,	and	13)
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u6–u7 
Year 1 & 2

u8–u10 
Year 3, 4 & 5

u11–u13 
Year 6, 7 & 8

Running with ball Draw and pass Off-ground pass

Basic pass Picking up the ball Dive pass

Receiving pass Basic kick Falling on ball

Ball familiarisation Dribbling Catching high ball

Tap kick and pass Falling in tackle Drop kick

Non-contact tackle 
(Rippa)

Side-on tackle Grubber kick

Swerve Side step Front-on tackle

Pre-contact Running in support

Getting up

Contact
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RugBY SMARt
kEEPIng OuR PlAYERS SAFE
Small Blacks Rugby is all about making the game as safe and enjoyable for 
all participants therefore taking responsibility is everybody’s task. 

 ¾ It	is	advisable	to	have	at	least	one	qualified	First	Aid	person	with	all	teams.
 ¾ Your local St Johns will have course dates for a variety of First Aid 
qualifications.

 ¾ All team players, management and parents should be aware of where the 
team or club’s telephone, First Aid Kit, ice and stretcher are situated.

 ¾ It is important that all players’ contact details are available at all times, 
in case of an emergency.

 ¾ Clubs are responsible for ensuring that all team managers and coaches 
are aware of the procedures surrounding Serious Injury Reports for NZ 
Rugby and injury reports for their own Union.

Mouthguards
 ¾ Mouthguards are compulsory in rugby. They help to reduce injuries to 

the teeth, lips, mouth and tongue, and help to reduce jaw fractures.
 ¾ Since	mouthguards	became	compulsory	in	1997	there	has	been	a	47%	

reduction in rugby related dental injury claims to ACC. Over half of all 
dental injuries happen at training. In 2003, the law was tightened to 
allow referees to enforce wearing of the mouthguards and consequently 
there have been further reductions.

 ¾ Coaches must ensure players wear mouthguards at trainings, especially 
in activities involving collision or body contact.

 � Remember it is compulsory that players wear mouthguards during 
games

 � Check your players have mouthguards — make the big call if they 
don’t — no mouthguard, no play.

 ¾ A mouthguard needs to be replaced every season to ensure it provides 
the best protection.

headgear
Headgear	must	be	fitted	properly	and	securely	to	prevent	serious	cuts	to	
the scalp and ears. Remember this is no evidence that headgear protects 
against concussion. 
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Concussion
Concussion can occur when a player receives an impact to the head or body that 
causes the brain to shake inside the skull. If a player is knocked out or loses 
consciousness they have obviously sustained a concussion, but it is important 
to remember that a person can be concussed without losing consciousness. 
The Sideline Concussion Checklist is an essential tool to use to determine signs 
and symptoms of concussion. If a player appears stunned, dazed or confused 
after an impact ask some of the following questions to check if the player is 
aware of their surroundings and that their memory is working correctly.

 ¾ What ground are we at?
 ¾ Which team are we playing today?
 ¾ Who are you marking?
 ¾ Which half is it?
 ¾ What is the score of the game?

If they answer any of the questions incorrectly, or are very slow to respond, 
it indicates that they have probably sustained a concussion and should not 
continue to play.

Watch for unsteadiness when they stand up or poor balance and co-ordination 
as these are also signs of concussion. Players may also complain of other 
symptoms such as blurred or double vision, ringing in their ears, sensitivity 
to light and noise. They may experience nausea or vomiting, a headache 
or feel extremely tired or become irritable. If any of these symptoms are 
present a player should not return to play.

Players who are concussed are often unaware of their symptoms and may 
want to continue playing – they usually do! It is imperative that the Coach / 
Referee take responsibility for the player’s wellbeing, assess the player and 
make an informed choice about whether the player should return to play or 
not – if any doubt the player must be removed from play.

Even if there are no immediate symptoms of concussion these can show up 
later, so it is important to keep a close eye on the player. Ensure the player 
is	regularly	checked	and	not	left	alone	during	the	first	four	hours	after	injury.	
As the coach YOU should make certain that your player has a ‘buddy’ who 
will	make	sure	he	is	not	left	alone	for	the	first	four	hours”	and	get	him	home	
safely for his parents or guardian to monitor. Give the concussion advice slip 
(from	the	concussion	checklist)	to	the	player	and	their	guardian	so	everyone	
knows	what	to	watch	for	over	the	first	24	-	48	hours.
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Concussed Players must get urgent medical treatment if they show signs of:
 ¾ worsening headache,
 ¾ increased drowsiness or can’t be woken up,
 ¾ vomiting
 ¾ increased confusion or agitation
 ¾ weakness in any limbs
 ¾ slurred speech
 ¾ loss of consciousness or seizure

Children and teenagers need to be managed more carefully than adults. 
NZR and the IRB recommend children and teenagers should not play or 
undertake contact training for a minimum of two weeks following symptoms 
disappearing. Students must have returned to school or full studies before 
recommencing exercise.

After the minimum rest period AND if symptom free at rest a GRADUATED 
RETURN	TO	PLAYING	(GRTP)	programme	must	be	followed.

gRADuAtED REtuRn tO PlAY StAgES

Rehab Stage

Minimum time
19 Years+ under 19

1 Complete mental and physical rest until symptoms have 
cleared.

14	days 14	days

2 Once symptom-free, light aerobic exercise, such as walking or 
stationary cycling.

2 days 2 days

3 Rugby-specific exercise, such as running or ball-handling 
activities. NO head impact activities.

1 day 2 days

4 Non-contact training drills until medical clearance given. 1 day 2 days

5 Once medical clearance has been given, full contact training 2 days 2 days

6 Return to play
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treating the Injury R.I.C.E.D.
A soft tissue injury such as a sprain, strain, or bruise should immediately be 
treated with the R.I.C.E.D. procedure:

 ¾ Rest – Rest reduces further damage. Avoid as much movement of the 
injured part as possible to limit further injury. Don’t put any weight on 
the injured part.

 ¾ Ice – Ice cools the tissue and reduces pain, swelling and bleeding. Onto 
the injured area place ice wrapped in a damp towel. Apply ice for 20 
minutes	every	two	hours	for	the	first	48	hours.

 ¾ Compression – Firm bandaging helps to reduce bleeding and swelling. 
Ensure that bandaging is not so tight that it cuts off circulation or causes 
tingling or pain past the bandage. Between ice treatments bandage the 
injury.

 ¾ Elevation – Elevate the injured area to stop bleeding and swelling. For 
comfort and support raise the injured area on a pillow.

 ¾ Diagnosis – Consult a medical professional such as a doctor or 
physiotherapist especially if you are worried about the injury, or if the 
pain or swelling gets worse. Also seek treatment if the pain or swelling 
has	not	gone	down	significantly	within	48	hours.

WEIght lOSS FOR SMAll BlACkS tO MAkE tEAMS
NZ Rugby strongly advises against Small Blacks players losing weight in 
order to make weight restricted teams. The use by children of weight 
loss	techniques,	including,	but	not	limited	to,	saunas,	fluid	restriction	
and/or crash dieting, in order to make teams with weight restrictions 
should be actively discouraged. These techniques can lead to dehydration 
and undernourishment in the short term, thereby impairing mental 
and physical performance. In the long term these techniques may 
interfere with normal growth and development and lead to serious 
health consequences, including the development of eating disorders 
and organ damage. 

Any weight loss programme undertaken by a child for health reasons 
should be done in full consultation with a healthcare professional.
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FIRSt thIngS FIRSt
If you are the coach of a Small Blacks rugby team, 
you will need some guidance. Some coaches need 
a lot and some just a small bit, but you all need 
help in some form or other.

A positive environment for everyone to enjoy 
rugby	is	at	the	heart	of	APPLAUD;	a	New	Zealand	
Rugby initiative to encourage supporters to 
be good sports at schools and clubs and also 
to stamp out anti-social side-line behaviour. 
APPLAUD	 is	 for	 everyone	 involved	 in	 Small	
Blacks Rugby – whether it’s to keep a positive 
culture humming or help improve one.

APPlAuD and You
Schools	and	clubs	who	commit	to	APPLAUD	are	
making	a	firm	commitment	to	ensuring	a	positive	
and enjoyable environment for sport. And getting 
behind	APPLAUD	couldn’t	be	easier.

Register your club or school at www.smallblacks.
com	and	 you	will	 receive	 an	 official	APPLAUD	
resource pack*, which includes a range of great 
resources like posters, stickers, wristbands, 
referee bib, book and activities for schools.  
*(Note:	Please	only	order	one	pack	per	club	or	
school)

You can also adopt a team charter so everybody is 
rallying together to meet the team’s goals. Your 
team can create a charter online which can then 
be signed by coach, parents and kids.

What is Included?
Team charters should address the following areas 
and answer the related questions.

 ¾ Goals	and	Expectations	–	What	are	the	specific	
goals for this team?

 ¾ Approach – What are the behavioural norms 
or ground rules that the team will agree to?

WhAt IS A  
tEAM ChARtER?

A charter is 
a document 

that describes 
the purpose, 

boundaries and 
agreements of the 

team. It can be 
created for a team 
or co-created by  

whoever is involved  
in the team.
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 ¾ Skills and expertise required – Make a list of the skills that will be required 
for team success.

 ¾ Agreement – Once all of these questions and items have been documented, 
your charter should be signed by the team, coach and parents. This will 
cement the agreement and ensures that every team member understands 
and accepts ownership of the complete charter.

IS It All ABOut COAChIng SMAll BlACkS?
The	physical	and	emotional	differences	in	the	development	of	five-year-old,	
to eight-year-old or 12-year-old kids can be enormous therefore coaching 
them in the same way can create huge problems. This is one of the main 
reasons why we now have three separate compulsory courses for our Small 
Blacks grades.

 ¾ Beginning	Rugby	–	Under	6	to	Under	7
 ¾ Learning	Rugby	–	Under	8	to	Under	10
 ¾ Playing rugby – Under 11 to Under 13

Keep everybody engaged at practice. Don’t leave anyone out. It is very easy 
to spend a lot of time with the ‘good’ and ‘bad’ kids. The big groups, that 
don’t provide you with any stress, are just as important.

When coaching young rugby players there is so much to consider that coaches 
often forget the prime role that they have, which is to coach the players in 
the relevant skills of the game of rugby.

Children are easily intimidated, especially in a contact environment like 
rugby. Therefore we must progress through in stages to match the players’ 
personal and physical development.

Skill development in these grades should be well-structured, positive, and 
enjoyable!

But	“coaching”	isn’t	always	the	issue	when	you	turn	up	to	a	game	or	practice	
as a coach. Sometimes the behaviour of the players will be your biggest 
challenge and all the good skill development and will in the world won’t 
help if the team is misbehaving or you aren’t organised. This is all part of 
coaching Small Blacks!

This	handbook	will	hopefully	be	your	“survival	guide”	but	it	won’t	have	all	
the answers. Talking to other coaches, teachers and your local Provincial 
Union	rugby	development	officers	is	the	best	way	to	have	an	enjoyable	year	
coaching. If you are enjoying yourself, you can bet your kids are too!
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BEhAvIOuR At PRACtICE
It’s not all about coaching.

the voice and the look
 ¾ Players need to recognise by your tone of voice and manner when you 

mean business, or a boundary that  they must not cross. 
 ¾ Yelling just does not work. 
 ¾ Use	a	firm	voice	and	a	strong	look	–	DEMAND	attention.
 ¾ Make it clear that some things are non-negotiables - and the chance that 
they	will	listen	will	improve	significantly.	

 ¾ However, observe your players’ reaction carefully as what might scare 
U7 kids with a tone of voice may encourage U13s to think. The message 
here is to adjust to your audience.

the Art of Refocusing Interest
Use	a	quick,	firm	word,	action,	whistle	or	clap	to	get	activities	back	on	track.	
If this doesn’t work, don’t yell or recklessly run around to get the attention 
of the players – just STOP the group – DEMAND that they all stop talking and 
look at you –  WAIT until everyone does so before trying to start with the 
your	comments.	For	example:	“Eyes	on	me.	Now.”	

If someone starts clowning around or chatting in the background after you 
start	talking	–	STOP!	Confidently	re-demand	silence	before	continuing.	Keep	
doing this until they learn. Eventually, the other players will know your 
boundaries and they may even start to tell a player to be quiet themselves. 
When the disruptive player starts to get negative attention from their peers, 
the behaviour tends to cease swiftly.

Choose Your Battles Wisely 
All young children misbehave at times. If the player is not normally disruptive 
or if the disturbance is not a big deal - and is quickly abandoned with a quiet 
word from you – don’t make a big deal over it.

If you are too strict, and launch with all ‘guns blazing’ to deal with a small 
offence, this causes two problems. First, the non-disruptive players will 
start to fear you and they will become afraid to make mistakes for fear of 
disappointing	you.	Secondly,	the	more	defiant	players	will	figure	out	that	you	
explode in response to an offence - so they won’t see any reason to change 
their	behaviour	until	you	do.	As	a	result,	it	is	not	unusual	to	find	utter	chaos	
when the coach is not using good judgement to deal with unsatisfactory 
behaviour.
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Effective techniques
When misbehaviour disrupts the activities of the other players, the coach 
needs	to	use	“the	Voice”	and	“the	Look”	to	stop	the	behaviour	instantly.	

Talk to the players in terms of Rules. They tend to remember Rules better 
as they have them at school and home. So, tell them that “Pushing a team-
mate	is	against	our	Rules”.

Then, quietly get the offender to tell you WHY this is against the rules. 
Getting the offender to put into words why other players might not like to 
be pushed shows the other players that this kid knew better.

Once the player admits that they knew better, make them apologise. The 
apology is likely to be reluctant but requiring them to apologise helps to 
breed good sportsmanship. If they initially refuse to apologise make them 
sit out the activity until they do.

Sometimes, a player may not understand why something is against the Rules. 
In these cases, it is important to explain why you are displeased, and explain 
what you want in the future. 

If	one	team-mate	started	it,	and	the	other	finished	it	–	make	them	both	
apologise,	then	make	the	player	that	finished	it	explain	to	you	how	they	
plan to handle things next time ie come to you. The instigator should have 
to	do	the	same	AND	say	two	good	things	about	his	foe	(usually	effective	in	
healing	the	wounds	all	around).
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Punishments
Be	very	cautious	in	using	physical	activity	as	punishment.	Learning	to	connect	
running or exercise with punishment can cause players to dislike that activity. 
This isn’t too helpful when you need them to do this activity as part of their 
rugby training. Even so, there are times when a quick set of star-jumps or 
press-ups	may	help	to	refocus	the	player.	These	should	not	be	tedious	(no	more	
than	5-10).	Be	careful	with	this.	If	the	player	is	looking	for	attention	and	wants	
to muck around, they will use the punishment as an opening to have fun at 
the expense of the coach. If the coach already knows that they are dealing 
with a disobedient player, tell the player to go sit out until they can behave.

time-out or Sit-out
A time-out is very effective. Most players want to be with everyone else - 
even if they are a troublemaker. 

The coach can give the player the choice of returning when the player decides 
to behave or if the player is refusing to take part in an activity which they 
don’t like, then sit the player out for the remainder of the practice. This may 
seem harsh but otherwise the coach will send the message to the team that, if 
you don’t want to do an activity, just go sit down - and you won’t experience 
any punishment. Once the players witness that they don’t get to pick and 
choose activities, they will work out that they can’t avoid doing hard work. 

The	perfect	spot	for	a	player	to	sit	out	is	where	you	(or	another	adult)	can	
keep them in sight, but far enough removed they cannot easily distract the 
rest of the group. Don’t let a playmate join them for company; if two players 
must	be	sent	out,	send	them	to	opposite	ends	of	the	field.	

Praise Works Better
Good behaviour should be praised and rewarded to reinforce behaviours 
you want at practices and games. Praise goes a long way in turning a good 
team into a great team. 

Another angle to improve a whole team that’s indifferent and unfocused is 
to make the most of the players’ favourite part of the practice: THE GAME. 
Try	this:	“The	sooner	we	learn	to	do	this,	the	longer	we	can	play	a	game”.

Bad Days
Sometimes, your team’s energy and frame of mind simply isn’t going to 
complement your well-intended, planned practice session. If normally 
cooperative	players	are	exceptionally	wild	and	your	fine-tunings	don’t	work,	
discard	the	plan	and	play	nothing	but	modified	games.	As	long	as	the	players	
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are getting lots of touches on the ball and you are able to relax, consider it 
as an opportunity to recharge the batteries, and just have fun. You will live 
to	fight	the	battle	another	day.

PlAnnIng AnD ORgAnISIng A PRACtICE
“Failing to plan is planning to fail”

Planning
By maintaining a coach’s diary over the season, you can make notes on 
individual coaching sessions, record performance, highlight areas for further 
coaching, and note any injuries. The coach’s diary can be invaluable as a 
future reference for planning.

Once	you	have	a	structure,	and	have	identified	your	objectives	and	content	
for	your	coaching	session,	you	are	then	ready	to	complete	the	fine	points	of	
your session plan. Keep in mind that some of your objectives will be attainable 
in one coaching session, while others may take a number of sessions or even 
an entire season to attain.

Remember... you want to:
 ¾ Catch Them - kids need to be motivated and a simple game or activity 

will help.
 ¾ Coach Them - Select one key skill at a time. Introduce technique.
 ¾ Practice Them - you need to give ample opportunity for players to learn 

the skill.

Organisation
Before a rugby practice can start the coach needs to plan the session. Just 
turning up with a bag of balls isn’t good enough. 

how Many Players Do You have?
Depending on your grade and availability of children, this will vary. 

The important things to remember is that you need enough equipment and 
enough room to carry out your practice.

What Equipment Do You need?
There is a large array of rugby gear to use nowadays, but this can sometimes 
cloud what you are trying to achieve at your practice.
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Essential Equipment list
 ¾ A Whistle – A whistle is always a good indicator for children to STOP or 

START an exercise, simulate game situations and a vital tool for keeping 
control of your practices. It can also be a good way to save your voice 
for getting the attention of the players. 

 ¾ Balls	–	Make	sure	you	have	enough	balls	(absolute	minimum	is	four	balls).	
The more times a player has a ball in their hands during practices, the 
more opportunity there is for skill development. Make sure that the balls 
are the recommended size for your players.

 ¾ Cones – These are really handy in marking out an area, grids, relays 
and line formations. They clearly define the playing areas for 
your games and activities. Great for setting boundaries. The more  
the better!

 ¾ Hit Shields & Tackle Bags – Although handy for contact situations, these 
aren’t a necessity for junior rugby practices. If you are going to use them 
make sure they are the appropriate size.

 ¾ Flags – Good for evasion skills, ie. side-step, swerve, etc.
 ¾ Bibs	–	Essential	for	modified	games	and	team	runs.
 ¾ Mouthguards – Needed in all contact situations and practices.
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Major Considerations
The Conditions – You need some ground to practise on and depending on your 
personal situation this may vary, but you can get away with a very small area 
e.g.	20m	x	20m	if	needed.	Half	a	field	is	a	good	rule	of	thumb.

Make	sure	you	define	your	boundaries.	You	also	need	to	consider	the	weather.	
Do you have a plan if it rains? 

Check the safety of your training area. Make sure bikes, pot holes, scrum 
machines, glass or other obstructions/ hazards aren’t near this area.

The	Time	–	Most	teams	can	only	fit	one	practice	in	for	the	week;	therefore	
time is crucial in the development of the players. Practices going over an 
hour may exceed the attention span of this age group.

My teams Capabilities 
 ¾ What are the capabilities of your team?
 ¾ Who has played before and who hasn’t? 
 ¾ How old are they? 
 ¾ What skills do they have and which ones need development the most?

Too often we see coaches performing skills and activities that aren’t 
appropriate to the level of the players capabilities. 

timing Additions
Practice should be a fast paced environment, where you can stop to explain 
or reinforce a skill, but generally keep things moving. Kid’s attention spans 
increase as they get older – by one minute per year. At practice, keep kids 
busy doing something, not waiting in lines or standing around. Simple warm-
up passing, catching and running in small groups is better than relay lines 
or	running	around	the	field.	It’s	best	if	you	work	on	10-15	minute	segments.	
Any longer and the group will lose interest.

JuSt BECAuSE YOu SAW thE All BlACkS 
PERFORMIng An ACtIvItY DOESn’t MAkE It A gOOD 

ACtIvItY FOR JunIOR PlAYERS!
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Practice Plan Sample
Session no: 3 Date: 3rd	May	2009

Primary Objective(s)

(1) To improve ball-handling skills

(2) To improve evasive skills

(3)

Equipment: Balls and cones

Activity time Coaching Points learning Outcomes

Warm-up

1.  Multi-action relay 10 mins - Eyes open
 - Chin off chest
- Fingers spread
- Ball in two hands

Improve ball skills and body 
position.

2. Shadow run
Prepare players for more 
intense activities

- Ball in two hands
- Run into space

To practise quick evasive 
movements

Individual Skills

Passing Waves - groups 
of four
Progressively move from 
simple to more complex 
activities depending on 
ability of players.

15 mins - Eyes up
- Reach for the ball
- Fingers spread

Improve players passing and 
receiving techniques.

Unit Skills And Team Development

Play a game of Rippa Rugby 
or	modified	game

20 mins Use every opportunity 
to coach and correct 
skill execution.

Understanding of playing 
in a team.
Communicate with other 
players.
Evade and run into space.

Cool-Down

Passing Circles - facing 
inside and out

5 mins Review and re-emphasise key coaching points from 
this session.

the coaching and development of players’ skills throughout the WhOlE 
practice is paramount.

SA
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Practice Plan Form
Session no: Date:

Primary Objective(s)

(1)

(2)

(3)

Equipment:

Activity time Coaching Points learning Outcomes

Warm-up

Individual Skills

unit Skills And team Development

Cool-Down

17
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Simple Practice layouts
You don’t have to use a large area or change every activity. This sequence 
of practice layouts may be helpful.

10-15m

10
-1

5m

large Square
(Use	eight	cones)
eg. Shadow Run

Small Squares
(Add	centre	cone)
eg. Ball Familiarisation

Relays
(Same	number	of	cones	 
but	players	line	up)
eg. Multi Action Relays

Channels/Waves
(Players	in	waves	two	or	three)
eg. Passing Waves

ExtensionAdd 3 or more cones.Use your imagination!

18
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Structure of Your Practices
A good way to structure your training is to think of PEAS! 

An effective practice will include these elements:

Purposeful - make sure there is a goal.

Enjoyable - the practice should be fun and diverse.

Active - all children involved at all times.

Safe - correct technique is always taught and equipment used as intended.

Let	the	players	know	what	you	have	planned	for	the	session.	This	will	help	
the players understand why they are performing the activities and they will 
feel more involved and committed to the practice.

A Warm-up will:
 ¾ Reduce the chance of injury.
 ¾ Prepare the mind and body for the activities that are to follow.
 ¾ Last	about	10-15	minutes.	
 ¾ Move from a low intensity to a high intensity. 
 ¾ Focus on ball familiarisation and handling.  

Take an appropriate activity from www.coachingtoolbox.co.nz.

What Individual Skills Will I Emphasise?
You should concentrate on the appropriate skills for your age group.  
*Go online to www.coachingtoolbox.co.nz or download NZ Rugby Skills and 
Drills app if you have an iPhone.

unit Skills and team Development
At	this	level,	play	the	appropriate	non-contact	game	or	a	modified	game.	
Use every opportunity to coach correct skill execution including scrums, 
lineouts, defence, continuity and attack.

The intensity and content of these will be determined by the age group you 
are coaching. 

Please refer back to the Small Blacks Development Model.

What Do I Do For A Cool-Down? 
Finish your practice with a low intensity activity.

It is also a good time to reinforce your practice objectives.

19
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Modified Games
One of the best ways to learn how to play the game safely and effectively is 
to	play	modified	forms	of	the	game	that	reinforce	the	Principles	of	Play,	e.g.	
Any game where players use evasive and ball handling skills to create space:

 ¾ Order Ball
 ¾ Corner Ball

It’s	best	to	begin	with	small	side	team	games	(e.g.	up	to	eight	players	in	
each	team)	in	a	smaller	playing	area,	as	each	player	gets	to	be	more	active	
by being closer to the ball and being more actively involved than in a regular 
game	on	a	full-size	field.

The game should involve as much handling as possible as this will give all 
the players the opportunity to run and pass the ball.

The	size	of	the	playing	field	should	be	adjusted	according	to	the	number	of	
players on each team. 

Movement
Standing still at trainings helps no one. Take different positions when 
coaching. Don’t stand in the same place. By moving around you will get a 
different	perspective	of	the	practice.	If	you	find	effective	and	ideal	angles	
to view during activities you will be a better coach and your analysis will 
be more accurate. You can also motivate your kids while walking around. 
You can work wonders for every kid on your team if, during each practice 
session,	you	walk	around	to	each	player,	address	them	by	their	first	name,	
and say something positive to them with a smile.

20
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COAChIng RugBY SkIllS
For players to perform well at any level of rugby they must acquire a number 
of skills. Skill learning begins with mastery of the basic skills and techniques 
and progresses to applying those skills in increasingly competitive situations.

It is one of the coach’s primary responsibilities to provide each player with 
opportunities to learn and practise skills in a positive and constructive 
environment. Appropriate skill learning, especially at the junior level, can 
set the platform for future potential elite performance.

1. Choose the best position for the demonstration, ie. consider wind, sun, 
group size, sound effects, echo, etc. Have the children sit or kneel and 
have no distractions. Use simple language, not too many words and ask 
questions regularly to ensure clear understanding.

2.		Show	the	whole	skill,	then	break	it	down	in	parts	(these	are	the	KEY	
FACTORS),	and	then	link	the	parts	up	to	form	the	whole	skill	again.

3. Reinforce with a demonstration by creating an ‘image of the skill’ in the 
mind of the child. Don’t demonstrate what not to do.

4.	 Select	the	appropriate	practice	form	with	the	use	of	grids,	circuits	or	
line formations. 

5.	 Provide	 feedback	 during	 practice,	 but	 be	 specific,	 constructive	 and	
immediate. 

kEY FACtOR ExAMPlES
Making A Basic Pass

 ¾ Run straight. 
 ¾ Hold the ball in two hands.
 ¾ Look	at	receiver.
 ¾ Swing the arms.
 ¾ Follow through.
 ¾ Pass at chest height in front of the receiver.

Receiving the Ball - Catching A Pass
 ¾ Chin up, eyes open.
 ¾ Move onto the ball in straight line.
 ¾ Extend the hands towards the ball. 
 ¾ Watch the ball into the hands.

DOn’t tAlk tOO  MuCh!
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Before and After Practice
Comments sink in best immediately before or after 
practice. Use this critical time wisely. What you say 
at these times will usually be remembered, for example, 
suggest that each player could go home and come up with 
an activity of his or her own for a skill that was just taught. This reinforces 
what you have been doing. Kids love to be empowered and engaged in the 
learning process, so include them. Kids may be asked what they did at 
practice. Use after practice time to tell the kids and they might remember 
at dinner time.

Skill Analysis
One of the most important roles of the coach is skill analysis - the ability 
to look at a player, evaluate what is seen, and know what to do next. Skill 
analysis can be divided into three parts:
1. Observing the player performing a skill.
2. Analysing the effectiveness of the performance.
3. Detecting and correcting errors to improve the player’s future 

performance.

The focus at this level is on observing how the player actually performs the 
skill	(skill	observation).

Most  Players learn By:Explanation	 3%Demonstration	 7%Practice	 90%
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In order to effectively analyse a player’s performance the coach needs to 
plan what to observe and how to observe it.

Feedback
The skill/feedback loop demonstrates how feedback is processed when 
learning	a	skill.	The	model	shown	below	is	a	simplified	version	of	how	each	
player uses feedback to assess whether or not they have responded correctly 
and, if not, how they should respond correctly.

The coach is just like a teacher. A teacher critiques their students, a coach 
critiques their players.

To critique a player’s skills you break the skill into key factors and the same 
applies to your coaching techniques.

 ¾ Walk	kids	through	one	skill	(key	factors).
 ¾ Demonstrate skills correctly. Are you competent enough? Should you use 

a player to demonstrate good technique? Remember that children are 
likely to copy other children so make sure it is done correctly as children 
will copy mistakes too. 

 ¾ Use terms and keep them consistent eg Hands up… make a W.
 ¾ Don’t break up the skill too much. You may lose them. 
 ¾ Put them through an activity so you can critique your players. Again, 

walk your players through.

kEY FACtORS
Key factors are the 
important individual 

actions within a 
skill performance 
that	influence	the	
final	outcome.	

Key factors should 
always be stated 
in	terms	of	specific	
body movements 
and they must be 

observable by  
the coach.
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 ¾ Progress this activity to a stage where there is some form of opposition 
if appropriate. This can be a game situation.

 ¾ Repeat key messages and skill activity to make them clear and understood. 
Practise, practise, practise!

 ¾ Don’t get tuned out by the children. This will happen if you are constantly 
critiquing them. They will change channels. Combine critiquing with your 
satisfaction	in	what	they	are	doing	(critique	with	success).

CultuRAl AWAREnESS
New Zealand is a society made up of many different cultures, and as a coach 
you should be aware of the cultural differences between players, such as 
differences in behaviour and beliefs and the social structures that belong 
to different cultures.

Why be Aware of Different Cultures?
 ¾ To help you gain a better understanding of your players and their family
 ¾ To enable you to create coping strategies for yourself, your players and 

your team 
 ¾ To help foster understanding within your team
 ¾ To gain support from your players, their families and the wider community24
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Cultural Issues of Which a Coach Should Be Aware
 ¾ In all cultures family has high importance and to gain the players support 

the coach should also seek the support of the whole family.
 ¾ Religion	has	a	huge	influence	in	many	cultures	and	prayer	(karakia)	may	

be appropriate. The use of inappropriate language should be avoided.
 ¾ Many cultures believe making direct eye contact or speaking out of turn is 

inappropriate, and yet looking down and not talking can be interpreted by 
the coach as evidence a player is inattentive and is unwilling to interact.

 ¾ Questioning and confronting players in front of the whole team can be 
interpreted by a player as belittling and may be better done privately. 

 ¾ As a coach, your standing in the eyes of your players will be enhanced if 
you take time to learn a little about their culture, are able to pronounce 
their names correctly, and learn some basic forms of communication, 
such as greeting and farewell.

 ¾ Most cultures have spiritual aspects and rituals to consider.  The spirit of 
the group and individual should be treated with respect.

Basic tips to Be Aware Of For Coaching Maori Players
 ¾ Treat all elders with respect.
 ¾ The most sacred part of the body is the head, so do not tap another 

person on the head or pass food over someone’s head.
 ¾ Do not put your hat or hair implements near food - don’t sit on tables or 

other surfaces where food is prepared.
 ¾ Separate personal clothing from clothes used for cooking or washing 

dishes.
 ¾ Do not step over a person lying down.
 ¾ Treat	your	visitors	well	by	serving	them	first	and	providing	plenty	of	food.
 ¾ If	you	are	meeting	someone	bring	a	koha	(donation)	such	as	a	packet	of	

biscuits. 
 ¾ Everyone pitches in to help, so offer your services before you’re asked 

- you will be told if you don’t need to lend a hand. 
 ¾ Take shoes off when entering a home or meeting house.

If you are unsure how to react or communicate with a player from a different 
culture, then ask someone for advice, otherwise a sincere honest and friendly 
approach will always be appreciated. 
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SCORE BlOW-OutS
“WInnIng ISn’t EvERYthIng, But StRIvIng tO WIn IS.”
Score blow-outs are seen as an on-going concern in Small Blacks rugby. The 
winning coach may be concerned with having his team play to their potential 
and not care about the score. The losing coach may be most concerned 
about the fairness of the situation. So how do we bring these two attitudes 
closer together?

If	score	blow-outs	are	occurring	(ie	35+	at	halftime),	both	coaches	must	
meet and come to an agreement as to how they can generate a more even 
contest. A range of strategies that coaches can consider when they meet are:

Often the answers lie with the Winning coach:
 ¾ Don’t stack your team with all the best players.
 ¾ Use all your players - it may be a chance to use some of the players who 

don’t get a lot of game time.
 ¾ Try a few new tactics, moves or combinations.
 ¾ Rotate some of the playing positions around. Place some players who 
don’t	often	get	the	ball	at	first-five-eight	or	halfback.

 ¾ Swap	your	forward	pack	and	backline	around	(consider	age	and	safety	
requirements).	

 ¾ Encourage support play and passing to space rather than running through 
or around defence. 

 ¾ Construct	a	minimum	pass	concept	to	score,	ie	team	must	do	five	passes	
before someone can score.

Together the coaches can:
 ¾ Make the second half a coaching lesson. Play the game as usual but 

when there are lessons to be learnt, stop the game and control the game 
environment with instructions for further learning, eg offside at ruck - 
what makes a ruck? Where are the gates?

The	Losing	coach	can:
 ¾ Give their team meaningful and attainable goals which are essential to 

success, not the score.

Option for the brave:
 ¾ Swap coaches!
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SMAll BlACkS DEvElOPMEnt MODEl
The Small Blacks Development Model has been developed to ensure that there 
is a consistency of play, coaching and player welfare at all levels throughout 
the country, and is a great way of getting kids involved in a team sport.

School Year 
Age grade

Y3 
u8

Y4 
u9

Y5 
u10 Comments

Numbers on 
Field

10 These numbers are maximums. If a team doesn’t 
have enough players to start a game, they lose 
the game, but a game should then be played 
with even numbers.

Field Size ½ ½	=	 goal	 to	 10m	 (across	 the	 field).	 Portable	
goalposts are recommended. Full size posts on 
one touchline need to have bolsters on them.

Try 5pts If	 score	 blow-outs	 are	 occurring	 (ie	 35+	 at	
halftime),	both	coaches	MUST	meet	and	come	
to an agreement as to how they can generate a 
more even contest. Try = 5 pts.

Conversion 0 U8 to U10 conversion taken from in front of posts 
either drop goal or punt. Points don’t count.

Ball Size 3
Subs ¼ 

½ 
¾

All players must play a minimum of half a game 
(this	is	to	include	at	least	two	full	quarters).	
Rolling substitutions are not permitted. 
Substitutions may be made at half time or 
approximately half way through each half when 
the referee will allow and signal a Substitution 
Break. This applies to representative games.

Scrums 5 person No pushing and no contest. 

Safety is paramount.
Lineout 5 person Lineouts	not	to	be	contested.	There	is	to	be	no	

lineout lifting at any level.
Penalty Tap & Pass
Kicking 
(general	
play)

Encourage running  
and passing

Length	of	
Game

2 x 25 These are maximums

Referee Yes If	 no	 Learning	 Rugby	 referee,	 there	 is	 no	
tackling.

Tackle Yes 
No 

fending

Yes 
No fending 

to the 
head, face 

or neck 
regions

Two ‘tackle box’ sessions must be carried out 
by all U8 coaches before the season kicks off. 
Tackle must be below the nipple. 

Kick-off Tap & 
Pass

Punt or 
drop-kick by 
the scoring 

side

At U10 and below, kick offs to be rotated through 
all players. There will be no lifting from kick-
starts.
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PRInCIPlES OF PlAY
The	Principles	of	Play	are	the	“GOLDEN	RULES”	upon	which	rugby	is	based	
- they are generalisations that cover most situations. 

The Principles of Play provide simple guidelines upon which your team should 
base its play.

They also provide a checklist for coaches to analyse their team’s performance.

For simplicity, the Principles of Play can be subdivided into the Principles of 
Attack and the Principles of Defence. 

PRInCIPlES OF AttACk
gain Possession
Through competent individual, mini-unit and unit skills, i.e. scrums, lineouts, 
kick starts, tackle, loose ball.

go Forward
Once possession gained, must attack by going forward, thus ensuring the 
opposition are:

 ¾ on the back foot
 ¾ will need to regroup to stop movement forward, thus creating space in 

other areas 

Support
The attack is continued by supporting teammates who position themselves 
with depth and communicate the best options to ball carrier and provide 
continuity.

 ¾ kills in contact need to be developed so that options other than just 
going to ground are created.

Continuity
If the defence prevents the attack from continuing it will be necessary to:

 ¾ engage the opposition with the aid of your support
 ¾ retain possession going forward
 ¾ utilise the space that is created

The development of ruck and maul creates an offside line that allows the 
attack even more time and space.
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Pressure 
Pressure occurs when the attacking team is able to:

 ¾ gain possession going forward
 ¾ maintain possession through effective support, until you score

Pressure	can	be	exerted	from	anywhere	on	the	field.

COMMunICAtIOn lInkS All thESE PRInCIPlES tOgEthER

PRInCIPlES OF DEFEnCE
go Forward

 ¾ Reduces opposition’s time and space, and therefore the options available

Support
 ¾ Players must understand and communicate their role within the team’s 

defensive pattern

Pressure
 ¾ Pressure occurs when a team goes forward with support making effective 

tackles

Regain Possession
 ¾ By making effective tackles
 ¾ By support players regathering or tying up ball off the ground

COMMunICAtIOn AnD EFFECtIvE tACklIng ARE ESSEntIAl 
COMPOnEntS OF DEFEnCE
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PRInCIPlES OF PlAY: FlOW ChARt

 

Gain Possession

Go Forward

Provide Support

Maintain Continuity

Apply Pressure

Score

Go Forward

Provide Support (cover)

Apply Pressure

Regain Possession

Loss of 
possession

DEFEnCE

AttACk

u10
Seven, eight and nine-year-olds are still very sensitive young people and still 
very self-centered, but their coordination, balance and agility are developing 
rapidly. A growing technical range allows some players to be quite complex 
in their individual play. 

In	 the	Learning	Rugby	grade,	players	start	 to	 identify	themselves	with	a	
“team”	and	will	 be	motivated	 to	 attend	 rugby	practices	 and	 repetitive	
practice	activities.	Improving	and	refining	individual	play	through	technical	
repetition is an important objective of this grade and small-group decision-
making can be expanded.  
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I am beginning to think 
in terms of making 

planned passing 
more of a realistic 

tactical option.

I am beginning to 
understand that 

the game 
can have a 

rhythm.

I will move to open 
areas to receive 

passes when given 
time to assess 

how to help my 
teammates.

I can and usually 
will run away from 
pressure.

I am developing an 
understanding of 

‘width’.

I am beginning 
to have some 

measure of 
positional play, closely 

aligned to my level of 
understanding.

I have a limited 
appreciation for space.

I can only kick the ball 
accurately over a short 

distance and usually only 
with one foot.

I do not understand the 
concept of depth.
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lEARnIng RugBY u8–u10
Special	guidelines	are	needed	for	these	players	including	special	rules	(kicking,	
scrum	and	lineout	modifications),	and	special	equipment	(size	3	balls).

Coordination and body control at this age is improving rapidly so it is an 
appropriate time for lots of skill development. It is also a time where peer 
groups become increasingly important; acceptance or rejection can be major 
behavioural factors for you to consider. The good news is they are able to 
stay on-task longer due to an increasing attention span. 

Communicate	with	your	players	effectively.	Learn	how	to	talk	to	your	players.	
Don’t be a ‘screamer’ because the kids don’t respond well to being put down 
by their coaches. They have other things to do. Sarcasm is really the worst 
enemy you can have. If you’re a coach, don’t try to be a comedian. Don’t 
try and poke fun at your kids by using sarcastic remarks. The kids, for the 
most part, won’t respond to that. 

Don’t try to be the players’ best friend. They already have lots of friends. 
Your job is still to be an educator. You can talk to them, listen to them, and 
motivate them, but don’t think for a second that you’re on the same level 
with the kids. 

Every coach on every team has to have some sort of team discipline. The 
hard part is to trying to determine what kind of reprimand should be handed 
out if a kid refuses to comply with one of these standards eg the coach says 
that	if	you’re	late	to	practice,	then	you	sit	out	the	first	half	of	the	game.	
No excuses accepted. Are you going to deliver? What about the kids who 
start in the second half who weren’t late? All coaches have certain rules 
and expectations that the kids on the team will follow those rules. Have 
the guts to enforce your rules if they’re broken by a player. That’s your job. 
Just make sure the rules are fair.

Always	remember	that	fun	is	definitely	part	of	each	game	and	practice!	If	
you run your team into the ground during grueling practice sessions and never 
let them have a chance to smile, relax, or blow off some steam, you’ll soon 
discover	that	you	have	transformed	“play”	into	“work”	for	your	players.

Teach and enforce sportsmanship. Assume that the kids on your team do not 
know or understand what this concept means.  

As the head coach, always be in command! That is, always present yourself 
as	the	authority	figure	of	the	team.	Be	the	teacher	of	the	team,	but	not	the	
lieutenant commander.
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tACklEBOx
Two ‘tackle box’ sessions must be carried out by all U8 coaches before the 
season kicks off. Please follow the following format.

Note: it’s not a requirement but it would be good practise if all U10 grades 
ran a Tackle Box as tackle is such an important part of the game. Good 
technique is safe technique.

SEQuEnCE OF thIS SESSIOn

Objective of tackle Box
The ‘Tackle Box’ concept has been established to teach Junior Rugby Players 
safe and correct tackle technique. With the following skills and techniques, 
players will be able to tackle more effectively and enjoy their rugby even 
more.

1. Explain objective of the ‘Tackle Box’.
2. Demonstrate technical aspects of a tackle. Use key words.
3.	 Take	players	through	the	progressions	of	tackling	(CONFIDENCE	BUILDERS,	

TECHNIQUE	and	THE	TACKLE).
4.	 Use	key	factors	of	tackling	to	correct	and	progress	players.
5. Debrief session where questions can be asked and answered.

kEY tACklE WORDS
 ¾ Sight target. See what ya gonna hit!
 ¾ Face up! Keep eyes open, back straight, hands in a catching position, 

elbows in and go forward.
 ¾ keep feet alive. Move feet quickly and adjust so the leading foot is close 

to the ball-carrier.
 ¾ Drive.	Make	firm	contact	with	the	shoulder	and	with	the	head	to	the	side.
 ¾ Wrap. Punch arms forward and around the ball-carrier.
 ¾ Power drive! Continue through to complete the tackle.
 ¾ Be first up! Regain feet and recover ball.
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WhEn COAChIng tACklIng, YOu ShOulD COnSIDER 
thE FOllOWIng:

Progression 1 – Confidence Builders
Desire to tackle is half the battle, especially with young rugby players. Once 
a tackler has desire, good body position and proper technique equates to an 
effective and safe tackle.

There are a number of small activities that a coach can implement that may 
build	confidence	and	desire	to	tackle.	Here	are	just	a	few:

1.	 One-on-one	wrestling	(on	knees	first).

2. Scrag or bullrush.

Progression 2 – technique: Fast Feet
Tacklers need good foot-speed. Small, fast steps are imperative to a correct 
and safe position in the tackle. Coaches need to work on tackler’s foot-speed 
through a number of simple activities.

name of activity: Hustle
Objective:  To keep feet alive.
Equipment:  Nil
group Size:  Varies
Area:  Small

Activity Set-up
Tacklers	 (players)	 stand	 in	 a	 line	 facing	 the	 coach.	 Players	 should	 be	
approximately two metres apart.

there are a number of progressive stages for introducing the tackle to 
young players. By practicing the tackling fundamentals first, players will 
develop good safe technique and confidence. It is not recommended 
to have ‘live’ tackling during practice time. 

the following progressions can be used for all types of tackles.

nOtE: the use of tackle bags and hit shields is not recommended for 
this progressive learning stage.

LEFT...
Hustle
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Activity Explanation
1.	 On	coach’s	call,	players	move	feet	quickly	(hustle)	and	move	in	direction	

of command.

key Coaching Points
 ¾ Move feet quickly.
 ¾ Small and fast steps.
 ¾ Hands in a catching position – elbows in.
 ¾ Watch and correct their technique.

variation/Progression
Instead of calling, try pointing, so players are focussing on a target.

Progression 3 – technique: Correct Position
Keeping eyes open, back straight, hands in a catching 
position,	elbows	in	and	moving	forward	is	often	difficult	
for a tackler to visualise, especially when they are 
the tackler. 

Pair off and get each tackler in turn to 
statically demonstrate a good tackling 
position. Coach moves around each pair 
to give feedback.

Progression 4 – technique: “go Dance go”
To get into the correct position to make an effective tackle the tackler needs 
to ‘keep feet alive’ and position the tackling foot close to the ball-carrier – 
ideally right foot/right-shoulder or left foot/left shoulder.

name of activity:	 Left	or	right
Objective:  To get into the correct 

position to make an 
effective tackle.

Equipment:  Cones
group Size:  In pairs
Area:  Small

Activity Set-up
Tacklers	(B)	stand	in	a	line	facing	ball-carriers	(A)	one	metre	from	the	cone.

A

B
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Activity Explanation
1.	 On	coach’s	call,	tacklers	(B)	move	feet	quickly	(hustle)	and	ball-carriers	

(A)	walk	to	the	left	or	right	of	the	cone.

2. Tackler steps close to the ball-carrier with lead foot and touches them 
with two hands on the waist.

key Coaching Points
 ¾ Small and fast steps.
 ¾ Hands in a catching position – elbows in.
 ¾ Good tackle stance.
 ¾ Head to side.
 ¾ Step close with lead foot.

variation/Progression
1. Increase speed of ball-carrier.

2.		Widen	gap	of	pairs	(should	be	no	more	than	2m	from	cone).

3.  As you speed up, work on wrapping of arms.

4.		Give	ball	to	ball-carrier.

Progression 5 – the tackle: tackle Activities
‘Live	tackles’	are	not	imperative!	Putting	the	tackler	through	a	series	of	
techniques and progressions as above may be adequate. 

name of activity: Basic tackle
Objective:  To practise techniques with 

the side/front-on tackle 
and falling in the tackle.

Equipment: 	 3-4	cones
group Size: 	 4
Area:  Small

Activity Set-up
Tackler stands facing three attackers who are next to cones.

Activity Explanation
1. On their knees, tackler makes three tackles: two side-on and one front-

on. Upon making the three tackles each player rotates and the activity 
continues.

D

C

B
A
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key Coaching Points
 ¾ Technique	with	confidence	is	the	key	to	effective	and	safe	tackling	–	it	

must be practised regularly.
 ¾ Build up with progressions.
 ¾ Watch and correct their technique.
 ¾ At each stage players should practise with both shoulders.

name of activity: Stop a try
Objective:  To stop forward 

momentum of the ball-
carrier.  
To regain possession

Equipment:		 4	cones	and	1	ball
group Size:  Groups of 8
Area:  5x5m

Activity Explanation
1. Attackers stand in line, facing defenders opposite.

2. Attackers one at a time try to score a try over tryline.

3.  Defender does a side-on tackle to save the try.

4.		If	successful,	defender	gets	up	quickly,	gets	the	ball	and	gives	it	to	next	
attacker. 

5.  Activity continues, and then roles are reversed.

key Coaching Points
 ¾ Position inside the ball-carrier.
 ¾ Face up, eyes open, back straight.
 ¾ Sight the target.
 ¾ Drive	with	the	legs	to	make	firm	contact	with	the	shoulder	on	the	target.
 ¾ Head behind ball-carrier’s body e.g. cheek to cheek.
 ¾ Wrap with the arms around the ball-carrier.
 ¾ Continue leg drive through to complete the tackle.
 ¾ Regain feet.
 ¾ Recover ball.
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kEY FACtORS
Sight target – see what ya gonna hit!!! This gives the tackler focus and 
implies it’s a forceful action.

Move forward into the tackle – this is accomplished by smaller, faster steps, 
moving towards the opposition’s waist or thighs.

Move slightly inside the ball-carrier (inside	shoulder)	–	this	will	open	up	
your target area, give the attacker less options and enable the tackler to 
move their head inside the line of the ball-carrier.

Face up! –	(This	is	a	better	term	than	‘chin	up’	or	‘head	up’	as	these	can	
be	seen	as	messages	to	tilt	the	head	back.)	Keep	eyes	open,	back	straight,	
hands in a catching position, elbows in and go forward. Also, never look down 
at the ground as this exposes the neck to injury. 

keep feet alive and position tackling foot close to ball-carrier – don’t ever 
‘plant’ your feet. Move them quickly and adjust so a leading foot is close 
to the ball-carrier.

Drive with the legs to make firm contact with the shoulder and head 
to the side – step close to the ball-carrier with lead foot, head to side of 
ball-carrier’s body and shoulder on target. If the head goes in front of the 
ball-carrier, you open yourself up to injury.

Punch arms forward and wrap around the ball-carrier – hands come out 
from	a	catching	position	in	front	of	chest.	A	firm	grip	is	essential	or	else	the	
ball-carrier will break through. Avoid swinging arms.

Continue power drive through to complete the tackle – getting the player 
to ground as quickly as possible will take them out of the game and allow 
you to regain your feet and get the ball.

Regain feet and recover ball –	be	first	up!	While	the	ball-carrier	is	on	the	
ground you can pick up the ball and gain possession.

Falling In tackle
1.  Ball in two hands.

2.  Position ball away from point of contact, turn toward support during 
contact.

3.  Stay on feet as long as possible.

4.		Tuck	shoulder	under	and	roll	on	to	upper	back.

5.  Position body between the ball and opposition.
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InDIvIDuAl SkIllS
NZ Rugby recommend the following individual skills. Each set of skills are the 
focus for the below age groups and should be the focus for the coach. But 
it is unrealistic to presume that the team you are in charge of has all these 
skills therefore a coach should always work on promoting and developing 
all the skills. Please note: It is important to understand that many of these 
skills are progressive and repetitive therefore all levels should include the 
basics of running, handling and evasion skills.

u10 SkIllS
DRAW AnD PASS
Objective: To maintain continuity of play by passing to a teammate in a 
better position. 

key Factors
 ¾ Run straight.
 ¾ Hold the ball in two hands.
 ¾ Run at defender. 
 ¾ Look	at	receiver.
 ¾ Swing arms.     
 ¾ Follow through.
 ¾ Pass at chest height in front of receiver.
 ¾ Complete pass, support.

Coaching Points
 ¾ By	running	straight	down	the	field	or	towards	the	closest	defender	the	

passer draws a defender or defenders. The passer commits a defender 
preventing them from assisting in defence elsewhere.

 ¾ Hold ball in two hands
 ¾ Look	at	receiver	to	assist	accuracy	of	pass.
 ¾ A dummy pass may be used to create a gap to run through.
 ¾ Turning inside shoulder, thigh and hip to the tackler reduces the risk of 

injury.
 ¾ A straight follow-through to the target by the passing hand reduces error. 
The	elbows	and	wrists	can	be	used	to	fine-tune	the	speed	and	flight	of	
the pass.
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 ¾ The standard pass is the preferred option in most instances because it 
is quicker and easier to catch and pass.

 ¾ The spiral pass should be used for greater accuracy and speed when 
passing over longer distances.

 ¾ Players	should	be	equally	proficient	passing	off	either	hand.
 ¾ By following through, the passer is able to guide the ball to the target 

area. This is at about chest height just in front of the receiver. The 
receiver is therefore able to catch the ball without reducing running 
speed. In addition, the catcher is able to catch the ball without looking 
down. This will enable the ball to be caught while observing opponents.

 ¾ Once the pass has been made, the passer should support the receiver.
 ¾ A pass is only as good as the ease with which it can be caught.

Common Errors
 ¾ Running with the pass.
 ¾ Not having a straight follow-through.
 ¾ Not passing to target area.
 ¾ Over-use of spiral pass.

PICkIng uP thE BAll
Objectives: To safely secure the ball, assess and initiate best available option. 

key Factors
 ¾ Move forward toward the ball, side-on.
 ¾ Bend knees and present hard parts of body to opposition.
 ¾ Front foot past ball.
 ¾ Wide balanced base.
 ¾ Secure the ball with both hands.
 ¾ Assess and initiate continuity options.

Coaching Points
 ¾ Move into the ball maintaining balance.
 ¾ Approach the ball side-on keeping eyes on the ball.
 ¾ Present hard parts of body to opposition on pick up e.g. hips and shoulders 

to claim space around ball.
 ¾ Front	foot	should	be	placed	ahead	of	the	ball.	Low	body	position,	wide	

stance aids stability.
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BASIC kICk 
Objectives: To apply pressure to opposition by putting the ball into touch, 
gaining	field	position	or	restarting	the	game.				

key Factors
 ¾ Eyes on ball.
 ¾ Head and shoulders still, hold ball at 30° angle.
 ¾ Step forward, plant non-kicking foot.
 ¾ Place ball onto the foot with dominant hand, i.e. right 

hand to right foot.
 ¾ Swing leg straight through. Maintain balance on non-

kicking foot.
 ¾ Lock	ankle,	point	toe	downward	at	contact.
 ¾ Follow through with kicking foot, opposite arm extended.
 ¾ Return to normal balanced stance.

Coaching Points
 ¾ Stand in relaxed balanced position.
 ¾ Right shoulder forward for left foot kicker.
 ¾ Left	shoulder	forward	for	right	foot	kicker.
 ¾ Hold the ball in two hands, so its long axis is aligned at 30° with the 

kicking foot, to maximise foot contact.
 ¾ Step forward and plant non-kicking foot in direction of the kick.
 ¾ Swing the kicking foot through the line of the ball, place ball on the foot 

striking it at 30° along its long axis.
 ¾ Contact ball with ‘bootlaces’ or upper foot.
 ¾ Follow through with the kicking foot to maximise length of kick and to 

spiral the ball.
 ¾ Extend the arm on the opposite side of the body for balance.
 ¾ Returning to normal stance indicates that the follow through has been 

straight and balanced.

Common Errors
 ¾ Lifting	head	too	early.
 ¾ Turning shoulders at point of contact with the ball.
 ¾ Trying to kick too far.
 ¾ Trying to kick too hard losing timing, balance and power.
 ¾ Throwing the ball in the air to kick.
 ¾ Making contact with the ball too late.
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DRIBBlIng
Objective: To control the ball at the player’s feet.

key Factors
 ¾ Eyes on ball.
 ¾ Body front on to ball.
 ¾ Weight forward on balls of feet.
 ¾ Controlled short kicks with instep.

Coaching Points
 ¾ Run towards ball.
 ¾ Keep square to the ball if at all possible.
 ¾ Keep eyes and head over the ball for control.
 ¾ Use short follow-through and look to regain the ball from the kick.
 ¾ When using the kick, regaining possession is paramount.
 ¾ Fall on ball to score or regain.

Common Errors
 ¾ Kicking too hard.
 ¾ Kicking to opposition player.
 ¾ Not following kick through.
 ¾ Over-running ball.

SIDE-On tACklE
Objective: To stop forward momentum of the ball carrier. To regain possession 
of the ball.

key Factors
 ¾ Sight target.
 ¾ Position inside the ball carrier.
 ¾ Run	 in	 pre-tackle	 stance.	 (Sink	 hips,	 upper	 body	
leaning	into	contact.)

 ¾ Chin up, eyes open, back straight, hands 
above hips, and go forward.
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 ¾ Zero in on target.
 ¾ Drive	with	the	legs	to	make	firm	contact	with	the	shoulder	on	the	target.	
 ¾ Head behind ball carrier’s body e.g. cheek to cheek.
 ¾ Lock	on	with	the	arms	around	the	ball	carrier.
 ¾ Continue power drive through to complete the tackle.  
 ¾ Regain feet. 
 ¾ Recover ball.

Coaching Points
 ¾ By positioning inside the ball carrier this limits the ball carrier’s options.
 ¾ Chin off chest ensures back is in stable position.
 ¾ By having the head up, the tackler is able to sight the target and make 

adjustments before impact. Sight body, not ball.
 ¾ The tackler should position as close to the ball carrier as possible before 

making contact with shoulder and driving with the legs.
 ¾ To generate maximum force, feet must stay on the ground.
 ¾ For low tackle, contact is made with the shoulder at thigh level with 

head behind the buttock.
 ¾ For higher tackle, contact is made under the armpit – this may be more 

effective in dislodging or tying up the ball.
 ¾ Turning the ball carrier in the tackle will help the defending team regain 

possession. 
 ¾ Once the tackle has been completed the tackler should regain feet and 

re-enter play, by attempting to regain possession or returning to position.

Common Errors
 ¾ Waiting for the ball carrier to come to you.
 ¾ Eyes closed.
 ¾ Head down, and on wrong side, or in front.
 ¾ Diving into a tackle i.e. front-on, feet leaving the ground.
 ¾ Not using arms to wrap.
 ¾ Lack	of	urgency	to	regain	feet.	

Falling In the tackle
1 Ball in two hands

2  Position ball away from point of contact, turn toward support during 
contact

3  Stay on feet as long as possible

4		 Tuck	shoulder	under	and	roll	onto	upper	back

5  Position body between the ball and opposition
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SIDE-StEP 
Objective: To evade opponents while running, without becoming isolated.    

key Factors
 ¾ Ball in two hands.
 ¾ Run toward defender
 ¾ Change pace and/or direction of movement.
 ¾ Position ball away from defender.
 ¾ Accelerate into the space.

Coaching Points
 ¾ Run towards defender’s inside shoulder. 
 ¾ Shorten stride for timing and balance. 
 ¾ Change direction close to them by pushing sideways powerfully off the 

right foot to go left and the left foot to go right.
 ¾ Accelerate to take advantage of the defender hesitation.

Common Errors
 ¾ Not running at the defender.
 ¾ Changing direction too early or too late.
 ¾ Not accelerating forward immediately after the sideways movement.

PREPARIng YOuR SIDE FOR COntACt
It is important that you prepare your players, both technically and physically, 
before they are placed in contact situations.

Children	in	this	age	group	can	profit	from	general	strength	and	conditioning	
activities. The resistance of the child’s own body weight is adequate to 
create physical development, eg. press -ups, sit-ups, squats, chin-ups, etc.

Contact	should	not	be	the	first	option	of	the	player	running	with	the	ball	so	
a coach should work with their players on the following skills.

1.  Evasion skills - refer side-step

2. Passing skills - refer basic pass

3.  Running at sides of defenders

When	the	coach	is	confident	that	their	players	are	ready	for	contact	they	
should use bags and shields to build up the contact skills before moving onto 
direct contact with other players.
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Players should be wearing mouthguards for games and all contact practice 
situations. Consider:

 ¾ Pace of activity
 ¾ Matching size of players
 ¾ Matching maturity of players
 ¾ Distance and speed of contact

Players should practice the pre-contact, contact, post-contact and falling 
in the tackle body positions.

Pre-Contact
1  Options to avoid contact

2  Focus on contact zone

3  Ball in two hands

4		 Low	body	position

5  Body before ball

6		 Small	steps	on	approach

7  Wide ‘power’ step into contact

At Contact
1  Contact side-on with hard parts of body 

2  Maintain low stable base

3  Turn towards support on contact

Post-Contact
1  If falling to ground, roll onto upper back

2  Position body between the ball and opposition

3  Consider options

Choose a number of appropriate drills for these skills.

Introducing the Skill of tackling
When teaching tackling, you should consider the following:

There are a number of progressive stages for introducing the tackle to young 
players. By practicing ‘one on one’ players will develop good technique and 
confidence.	The	following	progressions	can	be	used	for	all	types	of	tackles.	

Note: The use of tackle bags and hit shield are not recommended for this 
progressive learning stage.
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1.  Ball carrier kneeling - Tackler kneeling

2. Ball carrier standing - Tackler kneeling

3.  Ball carrier walking - Tackler walking

4.		Ball	carrier	jogging	-	Tackler	jogging

5.  Ball carrier running - Tackler running

CORE SkIllS
Running with ball

Basic pass

Receiving pass

Ball familiarisation

unIt SkIllS
thE lInEOut (5)
At this grade, the lineout should be seen as a restart of play. Jumping at this 
grade is an important hand-eye coordination skill and should be encouraged. 

Note: On the number of players who can participate in the lineout, there 
must be 5 from each side.

the thrower
The types of throwing-in will vary at this level because of the strength and 
size of the individual executing this skill. Use an underarm throw for younger 
players or the conventional overhead throw for more capable players. 
(Reducing	the	5m	lines	to	3m	also	helps).

Overhead underarm

1. Fingers spread on the ball. 1. Fingers spread on the ball.

2. Ball held directly above the 
head.

2. Ball held down by thighs.

3. Push elbows forward. 3. Push elbows outwards and lean 
slightly forward.

4.	 Power	 to	 come	 from	wrist	 
and forearm.

4.	 Power	 comes	 from	 swinging	
motion from waist and arms.

5. Follow through. 5. Follow through.
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The skill of throwing, while unique to each individual, should, to be 
successful, demonstrate the following key factors:

Common Errors
 ¾ Timing is out.
 ¾ Misread call.
 ¾ Arm	action	affecting	ball’s	flight.

the Jumper
Lineouts	in	this	grade	are	uncontested	but	we	recommend	that	all	lineouts	
are thrown in straight and the jumper does attempt to jump for the ball. 

The objective is to develop the skill but still ensure possession for the team 
throwing in. There is no lineout lifting.

key Factors
 ¾ Understand options.
 ¾ Drive upward.
 ¾ Eyes on ball.
 ¾ Soft hands.
 ¾ Controlled delivery.

Coaching Points
 ¾ Two-foot take-off ideal for timing.
 ¾ Drive up towards the ball by starting low and driving up with arms.
 ¾ Catch with soft hand so the ball is not tapped in an uncontrolled way.

Common Errors
 ¾ Snatching at ball.
 ¾ Mistimed jump.
 ¾ Misunderstood call.

thE SCRuM (5)
The scrum at this level should be seen as a restart of play for the non-
offending team. Nevertheless, it is always necessary to ensure safety at all 
times when forming scrums. There is no contesting or pushing in scrums at 
this level.

Pre-Engagement and Engagement
 ¾ Before the two front rows come together they must be standing not more 

than an arm’s length apart.
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 ¾ Props bind with the hooker anywhere between armpit and hip. Hookers 
bind anywhere between armpit and hip or on top of Props shoulder blades.

 ¾ Position correctly on referee’s call. 
“Crouch”

 ¾ Sink down into a crouch position, face in neutral position, eyes open, 
looking forward.

 ¾ The	front	rows	must	interlock	(Ear	to	Ear)	so	that	no	player’s	head	is	next	
to the head of a team-mate. Crouched and bound.

 ¾ Feet, hips and shoulders are all square.
 ¾ Bend at the hips and knees.
 ¾ Shoulders above hips at all time.
 ¾ Back straight - spine in line.
 ¾ Weight off the heels and on balls of feet. 
 ¾ Referee	will	call	“BIND”
 ¾ Using their outside arm each prop must bind.
 ¾ A loose head prop must bind on the opposing tight head prop by placing 

the left arm inside the right arm of the tight head and gripping the tight 
head prop’s jersey on the back or side.

 ¾ A tight head prop must bind on the opposing loose head prop by placing 
the right arm outside the left upper arm of the opposing loose head prop 
and gripping the loose head prop’s jersey with the right hand only on 
the back or side.

 ¾ The props must not grip the opponent’s chest, arm, sleeve, or collar.
 ¾ Following	a	pause	the	referee	will	then	call	“set”	when	the	front	rows	

are ready.
 ¾ The	front	rows	may	then	engage.	(The	“set”	call	is	not	a	command	but	
an	indication	that	the	front	rows	may	come	together	when	ready.)

how to Build A Front Row
 ¾ The hooker should stand on the mark, slightly bent at the knees and hips. 
(Weight	is	on	the	balls	of	their	feet).

 ¾ The loosehead prop should approach the hooker from the rear, they should 
reach behind the hooker and bind on the hip area at the top of shorts, 
slightly in front. They should then move forward so their shoulders, hips 
and	feet	are	parallel	(square)	with	the	hookers.

 ¾ The tighthead prop should also approach the hooker from the rear, they 
too should reach behind the hooker and bind on the hip area at the top of 
shorts, slightly in front. They should then move forward so their shoulders, 
hips	and	feet	are	parallel	(square)	with	the	hooker	and	loosehead	prop.
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 ¾ Together they should crouch with their weight on the balls of their feet, 
head	up,	waiting	for	the	locks	to	enter.	(Note:	the	hooker	should	be	in	
the same position as his props on engagement and not move his feet to 
the	hooking	position	until	after	the	scrum	has	engaged.)

Building the Complete Scrum
Once the front row has been built as suggested, add the balance of the 
forwards in following order:

 ¾ The	locks	should	bind	firmly	together,	generally	the	taller	lock	will	bind	
over the top of the shorter lock, if one lock is substantially taller than 
the other, and it is uncomfortable for the taller lock to bind over the 
shorter lock, then the taller lock should bind underneath. They should 
then squat down together on their haunches, put their heads between 
the props and the hooker. At the same time the locks should bind around 
the waist of their respective props and grip at the top of the shorts. 
Ensure	the	locks’	feet	are	parallel,	their	heads	up	(chin	off	chest),	they	
are	looking	forward	and	have	a	straight	back	(see	front	row	assembly).

note:
 ¾ It is important to have the right mental frame of mind as it is to be 

technically correct.
 ¾ Safe technique is the most effective technique.
 ¾ Build	up	progressively	to	allow	the	player	to	gain	confidence.

AttACk

Basic Attack

Objective: To penetrate the opponents’ defence. To score.

key Factors
 ¾ Awareness
 ¾ Alignment
 ¾ Angles of Running
 ¾ Depth
 ¾ Vision
 ¾ Speed
 ¾ Skill
 ¾ Penetration
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Coaching Points
 ¾ The need to identify the situation and communicate the best option 

available.
 ¾ The attacking formation is dependent on the handling ability and running 

speed of the players and also the phase of play.
 ¾ Players should run straight to commit the opposition. This creates space.
 ¾ Players should be:

a.  deep enough to pass the ball through the hands to space
b.  close enough to opposition to keep defence committed
c.  able to maintain appropriate depth throughout the movement

 ¾ Players need to use scanning techniques and peripheral vision to 
determine the best options. 

 ¾ Speed of both feet and hands determines their ability to penetrate to 
score.

 ¾ Timing of the attack is relative to the tackle line.
 ¾ The continued practise and development of skills is crucial to attacking 

effectiveness. 
 ¾ Players can penetrate a defence by:

a.  passing
b.  running
c.  kicking

Common Errors
Combination of missing key factors.

Counter Attack

Objective: To attack with ball regained from opposition.

key Factors
 ¾ Positive attitude is required.
 ¾ Assess the space available.
 ¾ Identify support.
 ¾ Communicate with support.
 ¾ Hold defenders.
 ¾ Pass ball to space.
 ¾ Run to support ball carrier.
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key Words
 ¾ Positive
 ¾ Awareness
 ¾ Communication
 ¾ Gather ball
 ¾ Pass
 ¾ Support

Coaching Points
 ¾ All players must have a positive attitude to want to get back to support 

the ball carrier and initiate a counter attack.
 ¾ Receiver regathers the ball. The nearby players should quickly move to 

an area of support and communicate options.
 ¾ Ball carrier looks to pass from an area of high density to support players 

in space.
 ¾ By passing or running they can move the ball to where there are few 

defensive players.
 ¾ Once the pass is made, offer support.
 ¾ Support should move to be inside and outside the ball carrier in depth.

 ¾ If ball is regathered in front of your team, immediate counter attack is 
best option.

 ¾ When ball is gathered behind your team there are three options:
1.  Counter attack.
2.  Kick to regain possession.
3.  Engage opposition to regroup them. This allows you to create 

continuity and develop further attacking option.

Common Errors
 ¾ Support players do not move back to align with initial ball receiver.
 ¾ Lack	of	communication	between	players	looking	to	counter	attack.
 ¾ Poor decision-making by ball carrier and/or support players regarding 

ability to create space.

DEFEnCE
Objective: To prevent the opposition team from scoring. To regain possession.

key Factors
 ¾ Have awareness of attackers’ options and communicate them.
 ¾ Play to team defensive pattern.
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 ¾ Tackler	identifies	player	they	are	responsible	for	and	communicates.
 ¾ Align on opponent’s inside shoulder.
 ¾ Give ball carrier an outside option only.
 ¾ Move forward in a line to cut down opponent’s options.
 ¾ Cover after pass is made.
 ¾ Make an effective tackle.
 ¾ Get to feet immediately.
 ¾ Regain possession.
 ¾ Counter attack.

key Words
 ¾ Awareness
 ¾ Alignment
 ¾ Communication
 ¾ Go Forward
 ¾ Tackle
 ¾ Regain
 ¾ Possession

Coaching Points
 ¾ Instruct players to move forward together in defence to avoid gaps 

appearing.
 ¾ One player organizes defence and makes sure communication goes right 

through defensive unit.
 ¾ Communication	must	be	specific	to	ensure	defenders	are	tackling	the	

right opponent.
 ¾ Tackle with intention of turning ball over, or tying ball up. This is every 

player’s responsibility. 
 ¾ Provide immediate support to tackler and other defenders outside.
 ¾ Understanding the general play law, as it relates to tackle situations, is 

essential. 
 ¾ Putting the ball carrier on the ground means ball must be released 

immediately. 
 ¾ This gives opportunities for tackler’s support players to regather the ball.
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Common Errors
 ¾ Lack	of	commitment.
 ¾ Poor understanding of options.
 ¾ Poor technique.

COntInuItY

Maul
Definition: Ball held up above ground. Ball carrier and one other from each 
team	in	physical	contact	around	ball	(minimum	number	three).

Objective: To engage and group the opposition. To move forward. To present 
ball to continue attack.

key Factors

Second and third Support Players
 ¾ Identify role, sight target area.
 ¾ Approach	ball	carrier	and	first	 support	player	with	depth,	parallel	 to	

touchline.
 ¾ Assume low effective driving position.
 ¾ Bind and drive either side of ball carrier, forming a wedge forward of 

the ball.
 ¾ Maintain strong forward leg drive throughout, using short steps.

Additional Support Players
 ¾ Identify role, sight target area.
 ¾ Approach maul from depth, parallel to touchline.
 ¾ Assume low, effective driving position.
 ¾ If possible, bind with teammate and drive into ‘mini maul’.
 ¾ Ensure balanced numbers approaching either side of maul.
 ¾ Bind and drive on to maul at the hindmost foot.
 ¾ Maintain strong forward leg drive throughout using short steps.
 ¾ Transfer ball to back of maul communicating its position throughout.
 ¾ Deliver to halfback or initiate further play.
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Coaching Points
 ¾ Players	must	be	coached	to	drive	first,	seek	ball	second.
 ¾ Balance is crucial to forward movement, even number of players must 

join maul either side of ball.
 ¾ The most effective pushing position is common through scrum, ruck and 

maul, i.e. knees and hips below shoulders, spine in line, chins off chest, 
eyes up.

 ¾ Communication crucial within maul with regard to position of ball and 
attacking options.

 ¾ A maul can become a ruck by:
1. The current ball carrier going to ground and bound support moving 

forward over grounded ball carrier.
2.  The ball being placed on the ground.

 ¾ Alternative	set	for	maul:	first	two	support	players	bind	either	side	of	ball	
carrier with third support player driving in on ball.

 ¾ NB: Players joining a maul must do so from behind hindmost foot.

Common Errors
 ¾ Breakdown	through	ineffective	work	of	ball	carrier	and/or	first	support	

player.
 ¾ Players arriving too late.
 ¾ Arriving	players	searching	for	the	ball	first	rather	than	binding	and	driving.
 ¾ Second and third support players not remaining bound at front of maul.
 ¾ Failing to continue with leg drive after initial contact.
 ¾ Poor communication in maul resulting in teammates working against each 

other rather than together.
 ¾ Players falling over in maul due to poor body position and balance.
 ¾ Failure to maintain straight line drive due to greater numbers of support 

players joining one side of the maul.
 ¾ Not	presenting	ball	when	maul	becomes	stationary	or	told	to	“use	it”	by	

referee. 

RuCk
Definition: Ball on ground. One or more players from each team on their 
feet	in	physical	contact	over	the	ball	(minimum	number	2).

Objective: To engage and group opposition. To move forward. To present 
quick ball to continue attack.
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key Factors

Additional Support Players
 ¾ Identify role, sight target area.
 ¾ Approach ruck from depth, parallel to touchline.
 ¾ Bind with teammates onto opposition.
 ¾ Drive forward past the ball.
 ¾ Use feet to ruck ball clear of congestion.
 ¾ Stay on feet at all times.

Coaching Points
 ¾ For stability and effective driving position, encourage players to bind 

with teammates and drive through rucks.
 ¾ Players must stay on feet to drive forward effectively.
 ¾ Quick ruck ball, moving forward is conducive to good back play.

Common Errors
 ¾ Players joining from the side.
 ¾ Poor ball placement by ball carrier.
 ¾ Poor position of ball carrier on ground.
 ¾ Players arriving too late.
 ¾ Support players not understanding options.
 ¾ Players falling over because of unstable leg and feet positions and not 

binding with teammates. 
 ¾ Players diving into ruck.
 ¾ Players attempting to pick up ball while it is still in the ruck. 
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lEARnIng RugBY lAWS  
unDER 8 - unDER 10
These laws complement laws outlined in the Small Blacks Development Model.

Scoring/Restart
 ¾ A try is scored by grounding the ball on or over the goal line.  
 ¾ The scoring team will restart play with a punt or drop kick from halfway. 
 ¾ Under 8 only - The non-scoring team will restart play with a tap kick from 

halfway. 
 ¾ The	opposing	team	will	be	back	five	metres	from	halfway.	

tackle
 ¾ A player must not tackle an opponent whose feet are off the ground. 
 ¾ The tackled player must release the ball when either the player or the 

ball is grounded.

Scrum 
 ¾ The side throwing the ball in to the scrum wins the ball, i.e. no contest 

and no pushing.  
 ¾ The opposing team cannot advance until the halfback has run or played 

the ball. 
 ¾ There	is	an	offside	line	five	metres	behind	the	hindmost	feet	of	the	scrum.
 ¾ The opposing halfback must not advance past the middle line i.e. tunnel. 

lineout 
 ¾ The side throwing the ball in to the lineout wins the ball. If the ball is 
not	caught	or	goes	over	the	back,	the	ball	becomes	“fair	game”.

 ¾ If the throw isn’t straight, advantage applies to the non-offending team, 
otherwise normal law applies. 

 ¾ The two lines of players must be one metre apart. 
 ¾ Backlines	must	stand	five	metres	from	the	line	of	touch	(centre	line).	
 ¾ The catcher in the lineout can run or set up a maul

Ruck And Maul 
 ¾ Players must not join from the side.  
 ¾ Players must be bound to the maul or behind the last player.
 ¾ Players must not collapse a maul.

Penalty tap kick 
 ¾ The	defending	team	will	be	five	metres	back	from	the	infringement	mark.
 ¾ All penalties are tapped on the ground.
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Rugby laws
 ¾ All other domestic safety law variations apply.

Appointment Of the Referee 
 ¾ The	home	 team	will	 provide	 a	 referee	 or	 Learning	Rugby	 referee	 to	
officiate.		

 ¾ If	no	referee	or	Learning	Rugby	referee	from	the	home	team	is	available,	
then	a	referee	or	Learning	Rugby	referee	from	the	visiting	team	will	
officiate.	

 ¾ It is recommended that one referee will control the entire match.
 ¾ All	grades	up	to	U8	are	allowed	coaches	on	the	field	during	the	game	to	

help with coaching.

lEARnIng RugBY REFEREE
IntRODuCtIOn
NZ Rugby has prepared this module with the view to provide you - the parent, 
coach, club player, or fan, with a basic understanding of the principles of 
refereeing a game of rugby.

Small Blacks rugby is the starting point for most of our future All Blacks and 
it is at these grassroot levels that the skills and knowledge is fostered for 
future years.  Therefore, the role that you, as the referee in these matches 
play, is very important.

The	Small	Blacks	Development	Model	has	different	focuses	and	Law	features,	
which you will have to familiarise yourself with. 

To	assist	 you	 further,	 a	 copy	of	Rugby	 -	The	Laws	of	 the	Game	 is	made	
available.

OBJECt OF thE gAME
“That two teams of ten players, each observing fair play according to the 
Laws	and	sporting	spirit,	should,	by	carrying,	passing,	kicking	and	grounding	
the ball, score as many points as possible. The team scoring the greater 
number	of	points	to	be	the	winner	of	the	match.”

SAFETY is the absolute key.  Nothing must be allowed to happen which is 
unsafe in any phase of the game. Safety takes precedence over any aspect 
of	the	game.		IF	IT	LOOKS	DANGEROUS	-	STOP	IT!	

EQUITY - is also important. Players and spectators must see the referee 
adjudicating both sides in the same way.
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LAWS	-	are	an	integral	part	of	the	game	and	it	is	important	to	attempt	to	
learn	and	understand	them.		Knowledge	brings	confidence.

ENJOYMENT - is paramount to both players and the referee.

REFEREE CODE
1.  Modify rules to match the skills and age of the players.

2.  Use common sense to ensure that the ‘spirit of the game’ for children is 
not lost by ‘over refereeing’ the game.

3.	 	Actions	speak	louder	than	words.	Ensure	that	both	on	and	off	the	field,	
your behaviour is consistent with the principles of good sportsmanship.

4.	 Compliment	 both	 teams	on	 their	 good	play,	whenever	 such	praise	 is	
deserved.

5.  Be consistent, objective and courteous.

6.	 Condemn	the	‘deliberate	foul’	as	being	unsportsmanlike,	thus	retaining	
respect for fair play. 

7. Be a good communicator.

8. Have empathy with the players.

9.	 Be	unobtrusive,	but	exercise	firmness.

10. Be calm when player/spectator passions are high.

EnJOY YOuRSElF

WhIStlE!   SIgnAlS!   vERBAlS!

the Communication Mode Is Sequential
1.  Whistle 

2.  Signal

3.		Decision	(Verbals)

Whistle
The	most	efficient	and	recommended	whistle	is	an	ACME	THUNDERER,	either	
narrow or wide mouth.

Use of the whistle is a form of communication and tends to be either a 
combination	of	LONG	and	LOUD	or	SHORT	and	SOFTER.

 ¾ LONG	and	LOUD	blast,	e.g.	try,	penalty	kick,	mark	(free	kick)
 ¾ SHORT and SOFTER blast, e.g. knock-on, throw forward, unplayable ball.
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Signals
There are four primary signals:

 ¾ Penalty Kick
 ¾ Free Kick
 ¾ Scrum
 ¾ Try

REFEREE’S SIgnAlS

 Penalty Free kick

   try

 Scrum Advantage

verbals (Delivering the Decision)
 ¾ Always refer to the captain by title, and players by number/position.
 ¾ When the ball is in play, use simple short instructions, e.g. “Roll away 
Red	6”.

 ¾ KICK-OFF	(start	of	game	and	after	halftime)
 � “Ready	Blue	Captain?”		(non-kicking	team)
 � “Ready	Red	Captain?”		(kicking	team)
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 ¾ KNOCK-ON
 � “Knocked-on	Blue	Number	9”
 � “No	advantage”
 � “Scrum”
 � “Red	Ball”

WhERE DO I StAnD AnD WhAt DO I lOOk FOR?

Penalties, Free kicks, kick-Offs And Drop-Outs
 ¾ Ensure that the kick-off is taken at the centre of the halfway line OR  

anywhere along the 22m line for a drop-out and is the correct form of kick. 
 ¾ The kicker’s team are all behind the kicker when the ball is kicked.
 ¾ The	opponents	are	on	or	behind	the	5m	line	(not	required	for	a	drop-out).
 ¾ Observe that the ball reaches the opposing team’s 5m line unless an 
opponent	plays	it	first	OR	for	a	drop-out	it	must	cross	the	22m	line.

 ¾ The ball cannot be kicked directly on the full into touch.
 ¾ Opposing players must be 5m back from a penalty or free kick.

kicks At goal
 ¾ Follow the kick in to accurately judge whether it is successful or not. 

This is particularly important with short goal posts and no touch judges.

SCRuM SAFEtY
The basic tenant is SAFETY IS PARAMOUNT.

Referees must manage the formation, engagement and subsequent scrum 
in action.  At this level of the game, the referee, in the interests of safety, 
must ensure the front row engage in the sequence of:

“CROuCh – BInD – SEt”

The	call	“Set”	is	not	a	command,	but	rather	an	indication	that	the	front	
rows may engage when ready.

Some key points relating to management of the scrum assembly are:

 ¾ Once	the	hooker	is	at	the	mark,	the	loosehead	(prop	closest	to	you)	binds	
onto the hooker, followed by the tighthead prop.

 ¾ The locks bind tightly together and then bind onto the front row.
 ¾ The	referee	will	call	“crouch”	then	“bind”.	The	front	rows	crouch	and	

using their outside arm each prop must bind. A loose head prop must 
bind on the opposing tight head prop by placing the left arm inside the 
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right arm of the tight head and gripping the tight head prop’s jersey on 
the back or side. A tight head prop must bind on the opposing loose head 
prop by placing the right arm outside the left upper arm of the opposing 
loose head prop and gripping the loose head prop’s jersey with the right 
hand only on the back or side. The props must not grip the opponent’s 
chest, arm, sleeve, or collar. Following a pause the referee will then call 
“set”	when	the	front	rows	are	ready.	The	front	rows	may	then	engage.	
The	“set”	call	is	not	a	command	but	an	indication	that	the	front	rows	
may come together when ready.

 ¾ Ensure the respective props bind correctly onto each other.
 ¾ In	 the	 event	 of	 a	 scrum	wheeling	 beyond	 45º	 or	 the	 ball	 becoming	

unplayable, the referee must blow the whistle and reset.  The team that 
previously threw in will have to throw in to the new scrum, unless the 
referee considers the wheel was intentional, and then play is to restart 
with a penalty kick to the non-offending team. NB: At this level of the 
game, scrums are non-contestable and wheeling should not occur.

 ¾ If	a	scrum	collapses,	blow	the	whistle	IMMEDIATELY	and	reset.	Should	a	
player	be	unable	to	move,	DO	NOT	ATTEMPT	TO	MOVE	THAT	PLAYER.	Seek	
appropriate medical assistance.

 ¾ In the event of a suspected spinal or other serious injury -

gEt hElP FIRSt, AnD gEt It FASt 
CAll An AMBulAnCE - DIAl 111

Scrum Formation
 ¾ Ensure you are in a position to see the correct scrum engagement 

sequence - stand about 1-2m behind the halfbacks with a clear view of 
the scrum feed and front rows.

Measure

B
a
c
k
s

21 3

4 5

123

45

REF

OFFSIDE LINE

PEnAltIES, FREE kICkS, kICk-OFFS  
AnD DROP-OutS

SCRuM FORMAtIOn
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 ¾ Call	the	scrum	engagement	sequence	“Crouch	–	Bind	–	Set”.
 ¾ The halfback throwing the ball into the scrum must do so with little delay, 

the ball is thrown in straight and the hooker’s feet remain on the ground 
until the ball has left the halfback’s hands.

 ¾ All scrum participants are bound to the scrum for the full duration of the 
scrum	(binding	means	using	full	arm).

lineout
 ¾ Usually in age-grade rugby, the ball will be thrown short, so the front 

positions are preferable.
 ¾ Be able to observe that the lineout gap is established and that non-
participants	in	the	lineout	(backs)	are	back	5m	until	the	lineout	ends.

 ¾ The key is to be able to observe that the jumpers have a clear jump for 
the ball. 

 NB:  At all levels of domestic rugby in grades under 13 and below, 
supporting	(lifting)	of	the	jumper	at	the	lineout	is	not	permitted.

tackle
 ¾ The key to refereeing the tackle is to be close enough to observe actions 
of	the	tackled	player,	the	tackler(s)	and	arriving	players.	

Ruck / Maul

 ¾ Do not get too close. The tendency is to want to get in to see where 
the ball is and thus become unaware of everything else that may go on, 
i.e. offside.

 ¾ Take up a position that enables you to observe offside players and those 
not bound to the ruck or maul, whilst also being able to observe where 
the ball is and its availability for play to continue.

DEFInItIOnS 

A ruck is a phase of play where one or more players from each team, 
who are on their feet, in physical contact, close around the ball on 
the ground. Open play has ended.
A maul occurs when a player carrying the ball is held by one or more 
opponents, and one or more of the ball-carrier’s teammates bind on 
the ball-carrier. A maul therefore consists of at least three players, 
all on their feet; the ball-carrier and one player from each team. All 
the players involved are on their feet and moving towards a goal-line. 
Open play has ended.
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 ¾ The best body position is side-on.  That is, with your back to the goal 
posts, not the touch lines. It makes observing offside lines so much easier.

 ¾ Do not stand at the middle line of the ruck/maul, but move to either 
side, depending on what you want to observe. Then move away in the 
direction of subsequent play.

Open-Field Running
 ¾ When the ball is being passed amongst players, try and take up a running 

line that places you in-line with the play. It is in the best interest of you 
as the referee and the players to keep up with the play at all times.

goal line Area
 ¾ This is the area where few players, parents, coaches or fans willingly 

accept errors. Raise your level of alertness.
 ¾ Get into in-goal area quickly and have play come to you.
 ¾ Endeavour to see the ball clearly so you can rule accurately.
 ¾ Be	aware	that	there	is	no	such	Law	as	“Too	many	hands	on	the	ball”.		
The	ball	carrier	either	forces/places	the	ball	on	the	ground	(TRY)	or	is	
prevented	from	doing	so	by	opponents	(Held	Ball	in	Goal,	Scrum	5m)

RuCk/MAul

gOAl lInE AREAlInEOutMeasure

B
a
c
k
s

ref
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thE tEAM BY PlAYIng POSItIOn
Throughout the manual, positions will be referred to by the number of the 
player in that position. This will avoid confusion when more than one name 
is given for a particular position. These variations are shown to the right.

A full team of ten has the following playing positions and numbers:

the Backs the Forwards

 ¾ 15 Fullback  ¾ 5	 Right	Lock/Second	Row

 ¾ 13 Centre  ¾ 4	 Left	Lock/Second	Row

 ¾ 12 Second Five-eighths  ¾ 3 Tighthead

 ¾ 10 First Five-eighths  ¾ 2 Hooker

 ¾ 9	 Halfbacks  ¾ 1	 Loosehead

Variations in the names given to a position have little effect on the role 
expected of the player in a game.
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PlAYER POSItIOnIng
1. Positioning At Kick-Off And Restart Kicks

2. Positioning By Forwards At Scrum
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3. Positioning Of Backs  

 Example 1 - Near touch-line

	 Example	2	-	Scrum	in	mid-field

No player within 5m of scrum

21 3

4 5

123

45

10

1213

15

10 12
13

15

9

ATTACK

DEFENCE

No player within 5m of scrum

21 3

4 5

123

45

10

12
13

15

10 12 13

15

9

ATTACK

DEFENCE

No player within 5m of scrum

No player within 5m of scrum
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4.	 POSITIONING	AT	LINEOUT

 Forwards

 Positioning can vary based on the composition of the team and the players’ 
individual abilities.

 The players with the exception of #2 line up behind the 3 metre line. 
#2’s role is to throw the ball into the lineout and all the others should 
jump if the ball is coming to them.

 ¾

5.	 POSITIONING	BY	BACKS	AT	LINEOUT
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glOSSARY OF COAChIng tERMS
accidentally offside A player is accidentally offside if they cannot avoid contact with an 
opponent while being offside. A scrummage is formed at the place where their team last 
played the ball. 

advantage A method of refereeing. The referee allows the game to carry on uninterrupted 
as long as the ball is in play and there are no major infringements. Play can continue after 
an infringement if the non-offending team gains an advantage.

attack Attack is the team’s mode of play when a team has the ball.

backline	Line	of	backs.
ball familiarisation Being able to effectively handle the ball in a number of situations 
and skills.

binding The method by which players grip one another to form a maul, ruck, or scrum. A 
player must bind with at least one arm on a teammate.

blindside The side nearest to the touchline.

breakdown Area where there has been a tackle or the ball is loose on the ground. 

charge down Blocking a kick by the opponent.

chip A short, high kick, usually over the head of a nearby defender.

contact Where two players come together. Usually in a tackle situation.

contests for possession Contests for possession are contests for the ball. Amongst these are 
scrums, line-outs, contests when the ball is kicked and when a tackle is made. The contest 
concludes when one team has the ball and is able to attack while the other team defends.

conversion A kick at the goal posts, after a try has been awarded.

cross-bar The horizontal bar between the goal posts. 

dead-ball line	One	of	two	lines	marking	the	lengthwise	boundaries	of	the	field,	located	
at the back of the in-goal area.

defence Defence is the team’s mode of play when the opposing team has the ball. 

drive To propel forward.

drop goal A drop kick at the posts, worth three points if successful.

drop kick A kick on which the ball is dropped to the ground and kicked just as it 
bounces. 

dummy A technique where one pretends to pass the ball.

fair catch A player may make a fair catch by catching the ball cleanly from a kick by 
the	opposing	side	and	calling	“Mark!”	They	must	be	behind	their	side’s	22-metre	line	or	
within the in-goal area. A free kick is usually awarded from the spot of the catch, at the 
referee’s discretion.

feed	The	act	of	rolling	the	ball	into	the	scrum	by	the	halfback.	(Throw-in)

forward pass A pass that goes to a player who’s ahead of the ball; illegal in rugby.

foul Among the fouls in rugby are: Striking, hacking, kicking, or tripping an opponent; 
making a dangerous tackle; willfully charging, obstructing, or grabbing an opponent who 
doesn’t have the ball; a deliberate knock-on or forward pass.

free kick An uncontested kick usually awarded for a minor penalty by the opponents.

front row The combination of two props and the hooker at the front of a scrum.
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functional roles Functional roles are the variety of roles that a player performs during a 
game e.g. #2 is a hooker at a scrum, a thrower at a lineout, sometimes a tackler in defence 
and a ball carrier in attack amongst other roles. 

game plan The game plan explains what a team has to achieve in attack and defence to 
perform successfully using the Principles of Attack and Defence as a framework.

goal line See try-line.

goal posts	The	posts	located	at	the	centre	of	the	goal	line	at	each	end	of	the	field.
grubber A kick that bounces or rolls along the ground.

halftime Period in the middle of a game where both teams rest and plan for the second half.

halfway line	The	line	that	extends	all	the	way	across	the	field	at	its	midpoint.

in-goal The area between the try-line and the dead-ball line.

injury time Extra time added to the end of a half to compensate for time stoppage due 
to injuries. 

jumper The player in a lineout who’s responsible for jumping to catch or intercept a throw.

key factors These are the prioritised actions that will result in a skill being performed 
successfully. 

key factor analysis This is method of skill analysis involving the key factors.

kick-off	A	 drop	 kick	 or	 punt	 taken	 from	 the	 centre	 of	 the	field	 to	 restart	 or	 start	 a	
game. 

knock-on Where	a	player	drops	the	ball	forward	(toward	the	opponents’	goal	line).	The	
ball is awarded to the opponents in a scrum for an unintentional knock-on. The opponents 
are given a penalty kick from the spot for an intentional knock on.

learning outcomes The learning outcomes explain what has to be achieved in order to 
achieve an objective, e.g. the team has to play to its game plan in order to play successfully.

lineout The method of putting the ball back into play after it has gone out of bounds. The 
two sets of forwards line up opposite each other; a player from one side then calls a play 
and throws the ball between the two lines.

lock	One	of	two	forwards,	who	usually	wear	Nos.	4	and	5,	and	generally	the	two	tallest	
players on a team

loosehead The No. 1 prop in a scrum. See also prop; tighthead.

mark	 1)	The	 spot	 designated	by	 the	 referee	 as	 the	 location	 for	 a	 scrum.	 2)	 See	 fair	
catch. 

match A match is made up of two halves, plus injury time. Teams change ends after halftime 
break. 

maul When a runner has come into contact with opponents and cannot advance the ball 
further, players may bind themselves into a maul. There must be at least three players 
bound. The maul ends when the ball is on the ground; when the ball or the player who 
had been carrying it emerges from the maul; or when a scrum is ordered. A maul is similar 
to a ruck, except that the ball is not on the ground.

obstruction Getting in the way of an opponent who’s chasing the ball. Also called 
blocking. 
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offside An infringement committed when a player crosses the gain line during a lineout, 
maul, ruck, or scrum before it has been completed, or when a player is in front of the ball 
while it is played by a teammate. A penalty is called if an offside player then plays the 
ball, obstructs or tackles an opponent, or is within 10 metres of an opponent waiting for 
the ball. The other side is awarded a penalty kick from the spot of infringement or a scrum 
at the place where the offending side last played the ball. See also accidentally offside.

opposition The team you are playing against.

patterns of play The patterns of play explain how the team attempts to play in each of 
the Principles of Attack and Defence.

penalty try	A	 try	 that	 is	 awarded	 because	 the	 opposing	 side	 committed	 a	 flagrant	
infringement to prevent an obvious try from being scored.

pick and go Term used to get the ball off the ground and move forward.

principles of attack Once the team has the ball the principles of attack explain what the 
team has to be achieved in order to score.

principles of defence When the team is not in possession the principles of attack explain 
what the team has to achieve in order to regain possession.

prop	One	of	two	forwards,	who	usually	wear	No.	1(the	loosehead	prop)	and	No.	3	(the	
tighthead	prop.)	They	support	the	hooker	during	scrums.

punt A kick on which the ball is dropped and kicked before it reaches the ground. A goal 
cannot be scored with a punt.

referee The sole judge and timekeeper for a match.

restart The kick-off.

retention The act of keeping the ball.

ruck When a runner has come into contact with opponents and the ball has gone to the 
ground, players may bind themselves into a ruck. There must be at least two players 
bound. The ruck ends when the ball leaves the ruck and can be handled by a player who 
is not part of the ruck, or when a scrum is ordered. A ruck is similar to a maul, except 
that the ball is on the ground.

rugby culture The total collection of inherited ideas, beliefs, values and knowledge of 
the rugby community.

scrum A formation used to restart play after a knock-on or forward pass, or at any time 
when ordered by the referee. Forwards on each side bind and the two groups come together, 
with the front rows interlocking to leave a tunnel between them. The halfback of the 
non-offending team feeds the ball into the tunnel midway between the front rows. The 
hookers attempt to get the ball back. The scrum ends when the ball is out of the tunnel 
and in possession of a player on either team.

scrummage The entire process of setting and completing a scrum.

second phase Piece of play immediately after a scrum or lineout. Usually from a tackle, 
ruck or maul.

second row The two locks, when in a scrum.

sending off The expulsion of a player from a match. The side has to play one person short. 
A	sending	off	may	result	from	a	flagrant	or	malicious	foul,	or	from	repeated	fouls.

set phase First piece of play from a lineout, scrum or restart.

skill An ability acquired by training.
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small blacks This is the grade that includes all U13 players who attend primary or 
intermediate schools.

support To get into a position where you are able to help your teammate.

sweet spot Part of the ball that makes it travel truer and further.

tactics Tactics are the patterns of play a team plays to against a particular opponent. They 
are	based	on	the	team’s	patterns	of	play	but	are	modified	to	take	account	of	the	abilities	
of	the	opposition.	The	modification	is	a	matter	of	emphasis.

tackle The act of grabbing a player who has the ball and bringing them to the ground.

take A good catch of a kick.

tap-penalty A penalty kick, on which the player taps the ball with the foot, then picks it 
up and passes it to a teammate. 

team profile	The	team	profile	uses	the	principles	of	attack	and	defence	to	identify	the	
team’s strengths, weaknesses and needs providing the basis for its game plan, patterns of 
play and tactics.  

10-metre line	One	of	the	broken	lines	running	across	the	field,	10	metres	from	the	halfway	
line. 

test A match between two international teams.

tight five The front and second rows, considered as a unit.

tighthead 1. The No. 3 prop in a scrum. See also loosehead prop. 2. Opposition hook ball 
in a scrum. 

touch The ball is said to be in touch when it contacts or crosses a touchline, or when the 
player carrying the ball steps out of bounds.

touchline A line that runs the length of the pitch and marks the side boundary.

touch judge	An	official	located	on	the	side	of	the	field	to	mark	the	spot	where	balls	go	into	
touch and to judge kicks at goal. The touch judge may also call the referee’s attention to 
infringements. 

try	A	score,	worth	five	points,	that’s	awarded	when	the	ball	is	touched	down	by	a	player	
on the attacking side after it has been carried or kicked across the try-line. The scoring 
team is also awarded a conversion kick.

try-line	A	goal	line,	which	extends	across	the	field.	The	try-lines	are	a	maximum	of	100	
metres apart.

tunnel The gap between the opposing front rows in a scrum or between the two lines of 
forwards in a lineout.

22-metre drop-out A kick from the 22-metre line, used to restart play after a missed 
penalty kick or drop goal has passed the dead-ball line or been touched down by a defending 
player. The ball is kicked back to the original attacking side.

22-metre line	One	of	the	solid	lines	running	across	the	field,	22	metres	from	the	try-
line. 

up and under A high, shallow kick that gives the kicking side a good chance to run under 
and recover it. Also known as a Garryowen, for the Irish club that invented it.
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